
SONG: LEMON TREE 

Listen to the song and watch the video, then answer these questions 

1-In what part of the house is he sitting?______________________________ 

2-How is he feeling?______________________________________________ 

3-What day is it?________________________________________________ 

4-What is the weather like?________________________________________ 

Now, complete these sentences paying attention to the clues in brackets () 

A-His car is____________________(color) 

B-He wonders ______________.   He wonders ___________________.

C-He’s driving his car very____________(at high speed) 

D-He fell from a yellow___________  ____________ 

E-Yesterday the sky was____________ but today it is raining. 

F-He put himself in bed because he felt_____________ 

G-There is a _____________________ inside his head. 

Conclusion: After watching the video, why do you think he felt sad? 

 He was l _  _  _  _  _     

Rewrite and sing your own song and version!

I'm sitting here in _____________________________________________________________________

It's just another ______________________________________________________________________

I'm ____________________________________________ my time

I got _______________________________________________________________________________

I'm _______________________________________ and _____________________________________

But nothing _________________________________________________________________________



SONG: LEMON TREE 

Listen to the song and watch the video, then answer these questions 

1-In what part of the house is he sitting?         a room 

2-How is he feeling?        bored, tired

3-What day is it?           Sunday

4-What is the weather like?    rainy 

Now, complete these sentences paying attention to the clues in brackets () 

A-His car is  red  (color) 

B-He wonders how.  He wonders  why.

C-He’s driving his car very fast (at high speed) 

D-He fell from a yellow lemon tree.

E-Yesterday the sky was blue but today it is raining. 

F-He put himself in bed because he felt tired.

G-There is a cloud inside his head.   

Conclusion: After watching the video, why do you think he felt sad? 

 He was l _  _  _  _  _      

Rewrite and sing your own song and version!

I'm sitting here in _____________________________________________________________________

It's just another ______________________________________________________________________

I'm ____________________________________________ my time

I got _______________________________________________________________________________

I'm _______________________________________ and _____________________________________

But nothing _________________________________________________________________________

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W3x4HvXTyGQ



